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Dear Reader,
The 2018-2019 overarching theme: constellations.
Constellations are the centerpieces of myths from across the globe, representing
the plethora of cultures that define human history. So, ‘The Big Dipper’ is not
only the ‘The Big Dipper’; it is also ‘Ursa Major’, ‘Plough’, ‘Bull’s Thigh’,
‘Coffin’, and ‘Feretrum Majus’. Constellations carry the human journey: a fluid
mosaic of new tales which give new meanings to the lights in the sky. We hope
that our writers and artists will utilize the concept of interpretation to create
personal, interesting, and thoughtful pieces.
Under the 2018-2019 overarching theme of constellations, we are thrilled to
announce our Winter 2018 theme, ‘Andromeda’. One of the oldest and most
widely recognized patterns in the sky, this constellation derives its name from
princess Andromeda, daughter of Ethiopian royalty. Unfortunately for the
princess, her mother, Queen Cassiopeia, believed herself to be extremely
beautiful; her vanity angered the Greek god Poseidon. As punishment,
Andromeda was chained to a coastal rock to be sacrificed to the sea monster,
Cetus. Later, Andromeda was saved by the hero Perseus, whom she married.
The theme ‘Andromeda’ highlights a blatant injustice, where a woman’s fate is
determined by those around her rather than herself. We encouraged our writers
and artists to draw inspiration from the potent sentiments of utter
powerlessness and helplessness in a corrupt world, exploring themes of morality
and justice.
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KRISALYN SATRIYA; GRADE 8
scars
scars
like the rings of a tree
tell stories
of bravery and war
of courage and love
of timeless fights and of victories
they love to speak, to tell
a tapestry, a terrain
a conquest over terror’s reign
scars
like a tree cut open
tell stories
of hatred and shame
of fear and rejection
of endless sleepless tears
they love to hide, to disguise
a reminder, a regret,
a life of wiling death
Explanation: This poem demonstrates the way people perceive events based on their moods. For
example, on a bad day, people (including me!) tend to make the worst out of everything. We block
out the opportunities and refuse to change our attitudes. We are ashamed of our scars, emotional
and physical, and hide them. On a good day, nothing seems to be able to bring the mood down –
our scars become stories of overcoming hardships and coming out stronger. Of course, this is good,
but actually this is also not always ideal, as good days wouldn’t be as “good” unless there were bad
days as well. We struggle to understand balance – that in order to see a tree’s rings, to see a tree’s
stories and victories we first must cut it open.
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KRISALYN SATRIYA; GRADE 8
view
look at the bigger picture
not just me
do you see?
it’s not okay
the tears, the hurt
tell me you haven’t been blind
or maybe it is just me
“come out come out wherever you are”
but it’s so much easier to hide
so much safer
how can you love what’s broken?
how can you stand for me
when i can barely stand
how can you love me
when i can’t let myself love
i’m not whole
i’m not the same
i stick out
like a weed in a rosebush, a blister on a palm
a wrong amid seas of rights
equality’s a law but not a reality
because if it were
i would feel the same as you
you say it’s alright
maybe it’s your truth, a trite
but it’s not for me

Explanation: Sometimes it’s hard to feel good. In this society, even though we have everything,
somehow, it’s easy to feel lost and lonely and just so hopeless. The worst thing is, it’s way too hard to
express your problems to someone else. The first few lines of this poem address the problems of
tunnel-vision. Saying the words “it’s okay” to someone seems so effortless, and though everyone
knows how hollow they can be, it doesn’t seem to stop anyone from repeating it like a mantra, over
and over. No one stops to consider the receiver’s situation, the receiver’s side. They just say “it’s okay”
to that person only and don’t actually try to fix the problem.

KRISALYN SATRIYA; GRADE 8
2

imagine
she’s smiling
leaping
twirling
a laugh escapes her lips
she’s only so young
yet she’s already learned to fly
soaring
high, and then higher
past the world, her life, her being
into the stars
where she extends a hand
to stroke the wavering bright fires
white and gold and orange
burning with a beauty unfamiliar to her
they glimmer, picturesque
forever ingrained in her mind
she bounces once more
but this time
her toes slip ever so slightly
against the black satin sheets of the night sky
though still she’s gliding
they call her name
but there the girl dances in calm
free from all qualms
as the bright white petals of the stars fall all around her
sheltered by the twinkling heavenly lights -they find her
she keeps dancing
“don’t worry!” they say
she doesn’t
faster and faster, against the laws of the earth
bounding still but then she sees her demise
as the crowd closes in, her still smiling bright eyes condemn their endless indifference
“don’t worry”
her smile falters
closer they come, to take her away, away from the world, to bury her forever in oblivion
her steps stumble
she collapses
Explanation: This poem illustrates the resistance against inventive imagination, nonuniform beauty,
and diversity. Society is progressing further and further in acceptance, but still there are things
society calls “acceptable” and “unacceptable.” The girl in this poem represents all three of the ideas
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above. She reaches very high, Flying and dancing away to a world of wonder, yet the crowd, the rest
of the people, are scared. They’re scared of her power, they’re scared of her happiness, they’re
scared of her contrast. And as humans, day, and we as well, feel a deep ingrained need to stomp out
our unknown fears. They succeed.
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JASMINE RIHAL; GRADE 8
A Night in School
“And done!” I exclaim, as I finish tracing over the writing on the poster with pen. “Yes!
Finally. I feel like I worked myself way too much on this project.” Annalise says, stretching.
“What do you mean, worked yourself too much Annalise? Claire did most of the work.”
Eden teases.
“Hey don’t give ‘Eclair’ all the credit.” Annalise complains, using the nickname that I
dread the most.
“I thought that we agreed that no one would call me that?” I complain. “Sorry Claire.”
Annalise apologises, using my real name this time. I shoot her a grateful smile and we then start to
put away all of our supplies. Our poster went into the cabinet where the students kept there posters
in our period. Annalise, Eden, and I had to stay after school to finish our history project to get a full
score since we didn’t have enough time in class.
“Come on guys, I’m tired let’s head home now.” I yawn and we grab our things and walk
to the entrance of the school.
As we make our way to the front, we walk past the gym and stop right there and take a look
inside. There were decoration boxes set out and a mess on the floor, that was all there only because
the school thought there were enough people that volunteered to help decorate. But since there
weren’t enough people, they had to cancel the school dance. Everyone dreaded the news, but it was
the truth. People were either lazy or had too much school work on their shoulders to help
contribute.
Once we go to the front, we noticed that outside it was already dark. I look at my friends
with a questioned look and they just shrug at me. Turning back around, I place my hand on the
handle and pull the door, and it didn’t budge whatsoever.
I put my bag down and double my efforts but nothing happens, “I think we’re locked in.” I
grunt out, breathless.
Annalise pulls her phone out and she shows us the time, “Well that makes sense. It’s
already six in the evening.”
“What do we do now?” Eden asks us. “Maybe we can call someone.” I suggest and open
my phone but I turn it on to find that I have no signal, “Forget it, none of us will have any signal.
Remember the school did something where if anyone stayed indoors after school hours they
would block off any sort of wifi or cellular data.”
“Okay then. It’s official, we’re stuck here.” Eden concludes. “Let’s do this. We’ll leave our
things here, but let’s run around the school and check all the doors. There could be a way out. If not
we’re just gonna have to stay here the night.” Annalise plans, and we all agree.
“Nice, let’s spread out. Meet back here half past six.” Eden says and we part ways. All of us
split up and look around the school trying to find a way out. The route which I was following was
the same route in which I would pass the gym. Whenever anyone would pass the gym at this point
in the school, they would always feel a pang of guilt in them. I kept on walking down the hallways
of the school, passing classrooms, checking all of the windows in the process. The walk through
the hallways made me feel as if I was walking through jail, the walls were a white color, and the tile
flooring, made everything seem all bland and boring.
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Once I was done checking my side of the school, I went back to the front, where our
backpacks were and I could see that Eden was already there but Annalise wasn’t. Eden was sitting
down on the ground, but when she heard and then saw me approaching, she got up and walked
closer to me.
“Any luck?” I ask Eden as I get into arms reach of her. “Nothing. Annalise hasn’t come
back yet though. You think she got lost?” Eden worries. “Doubt it. Annalise has been here the
longest out of the three of us.” I assure her. Eden and I both hear footsteps coming in from behind
her and we both turn and start to walk closer. As we get closer and closer, we see Annalise turn the
corner but she is soon followed by a few other kids. More preferably the football team and Robin
and her group. As they approach us I cross my arms and Eden and I give Annalise and look
meaning that she better explain everything.
Annalise soon gets the message and starts to explain, “As I was looking around, I found
these guys in the cafeteria,” she says pointing to Robin and her two other friends, “But I don’t
know about the football team.”
“We were in practice and once it ended, half of the team decided to go home while we
decided to hit the locker rooms real quick, but when we were done and ready to leave, the doors
wouldn’t budge. The six of us then went to the cafeteria and saw Annalise there with the girls.”
Adrian explains, captain of the football team.
Robin, wasn’t exactly a school favorite, she was spoiled if anything, her other two friends,
Flora and Beth were nice, but are loyal to Robin. The half of the football team that is here,
Derrick, Willis, Orlando, Tomas, Santiago, and Adrian, being the captain were somewhat okay. All
of them were respectful and kind, unlike other guys, they respected morals. But that also doesn’t
mean that we don’t like them.
“That must have backfired then huh.” Annalise sarcastically comments. “Thanks
Travis.” Derrick replies. “Hey now, come on let’s not fight. So far we are stuck in this school,
and if we don’t learn to cooperate we are gonna eat each other alive.” I reason.
“She’s right. However I think that the real questions is, what can we do in the meantime?”
Orlando brings up.
“We could just chill out in the library, you know play a few games?” Robin suggests, all of
us could clearly tell she wanted to do some weird things tonight.
“Since no one has a better idea why not.” Willis huffs, and we all start walking towards the
library, with Eden, Annalise, and me in the back.
On the way to the library, we pass the gym and Eden, Annalise, and I stop dead in our
tracks and get one big idea. The other guys noticed that we stopped, and they then stopped and
walked towards us to see what we are looking at.
“You can’t be serious.” Robin complains. “Come on, we have nothing else to do. Plus it would
make us look good in front of the school.” Eden suggests.
“I say let’s do it.” Adrian says, as the rest of his team walk over to the decoration boxes
with Eden and Annalise following them.
“Aren’t you going to jump in?” Flora asks politely. “I am. I’m just going to grab something.”
I answer as I run over to the front to my backpack to grab my speaker and mini iPad which I
take with me everywhere. I already have a downloaded playlist on here so it won’t be a
problem with the wifi.
In the gym, they were already starting to put up streamers and banners everywhere. Eden
and Tomas were spreading glitter along the floor, while Annalise and Annalise and Derrick were
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getting up the banners, the rest were either setting up tables or putting up the streamers. They all
saw me walking in with the speaker and iPad which I placed on a table that was already set up.
Music was starting to play out of it and we all started to decorate the rest of the gym. Most of the
gym was already done due to the party planning committee, but there was still things that could be
improved.
While all of us were decorating, everyone seemed to get along well, they would only fight
about little things which would be solved quickly and then forgotten. Adrian seemed to help me a
lot with setting up the tables and streamers. There weren’t any chairs because the tables were the
standing tables which was much more practical. As they were decorating, every now and then, we
would scream the lyrics out loud and dance around to the songs. It was fun and it seemed as if we
had only been doing this for a few minutes when really it’s been about a few hours.
When we were all done, all of us were completely exhausted, worn out, and sleepy. Beth had
checked the time and it was almost one in the morning. Being in high school and swarmed with
homework, staying up this late wasn’t anything new to us. The gym in the end looked amazing and
party ready. The DJ booth was also set up, all the guy needed to do was to just set up his stuff and
he was set to go.
There were still some decorations that we haven’t used, but that was probably for the best,
We had all collapsed on those boxes, and the decorations acted as somewhat of a cushion for our
bodies. Adrian was to my right while Eden to my left, and we all passed out that night after doing
the thing that teammates do before games and we all did a few screams, mainly they came from the
football team. But we all then passed out on the boxes.
As I was in my deep slumber, I could hear some adults talking, and feel people surrounding
me. I slowly opened my eyes and saw that I was surrounded by students, but it then dawned on me
about everything that had happened last night. The principal and assistant principal were standing
there looking at us. Everyone else started to wake up and we all knew what would be coming
towards us.
“What are you kids doing here? It’s five in the morning.” the principal asks, with his
hands on his hips.
“Oh, um, we got stuck in the school last night, and since we had nothing else to do, we
decided that it would be best if we had decorated the gym for the dance.” Adrian explains.
“Okay, nice going kids. You twelve can go home and take a day off for school. We can
clearly see all of the hard work that you have put in to decorating the gym for the dance. We’ll
send an email to your parents explaining everything for y’all.” the assistant principal explains, and
we all get up and grab out bags in the front.
“Well at least we aren’t in trouble.” I announce. “Sure ‘Eclair.’” Adrian teases. “Oh no,
please don’t call me that. I thought you were nice Adrian.” I complain. “Oh relax, Michael.” he
replies, hugging me. He’s always been one to show affection. The rest of us actually hug one
another too, as a way to say goodbye and to show that we were thankful for the decorating.
After that we all head home. I walked home since it was only about a five-minute walk to
home. But knowing that my mother would be mad at me, I run home and reach there in like two
minutes. I run through the door inside and find my mom in the dining table drinking coffee. She
looks at me with a suspicious look and I just look at her with an apologetic look.
I take small shuffles into my room but right when I get to the door, “Claire Joan Michael,
come back here now!”
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“Yes Mom.” I say as I walk over to her. “So I got an email from the school saying that you
were stuck inside the school with a few other students. And then since you had nothing else to do
you decided to decorate the gym for the dance which they cancelled. Is this true?”
“Yes, it is all true.” “Okay good. They said that they let you take the day off for school,
so I’m okay with that. Also, I like the fact that you decorated the gym for the dance. Anyway,
it’s back on. I suggest you better find a dress now.” Mom tells me with a smile on her face and I
just nod at here and run to my room.
In my room, I call Eden and Annalise and tell them to meet me at the mall at noon so we
could go dress shopping for the dance.
The only reason that they dance would even be happening is because of a dozen students
who just got stuck inside the school. Now that thought just brings a smile to my face.
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SASYA REDDY; GRADE 7
The Yellow Balloon
I’m sorry for leaving so soon,
But remember me by that yellow balloon.
The one I gave you before I left,
Before the thought of me didn’t make you depressed.
So please don’t resent me,
But don’t call out my name.
Understand that for me there is no turning back,
My love can’t be yours,
Even if it’s the one you lack.
For one forbidden love, I leave a solemn token.
A yellow balloon for a heart that I have broken.
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ELIZABETH CHENG; GRADE 8
The System
I am here to prepare you, they say
I am here so you can keep up next year, they say
I am here so you can get that beautiful, even number
on that report card that you value so much
I am going to teach you everything—
Well, just enough to get you through
another quarter,
another semester,
another year
I will teach you the information on the test
So you can scrape that glorious, satisfying ‘A’
Is that not all you want?
Oh, no, I’m not here for the ‘real world’
What is that anyway?
I am here to do my job and only my job
To be able to go home and be done for the day
I can read the textbook to you
So you can memorize and pass
Do you actually learn it? Understand it? Comprehend it? Master it?
Oh, it’s okay, as long as you remember it for another three days
Do you actually think it’s going to be useful later down the road when we part ways?
I am here to only get you one inch further and that’s it, they say
As long as I don’t get fired and can stay
But… I work hard
I stay up late
I carry out each task
And I succeed in every course
I am here to keep all those grades neat and straight
Still, am I actually ‘succeeding’?
Or am I just feeding information through my brain, only for me to forget everything about it a
moment later?
Listening to lectures with one ear, but failing to stop material from falling out of the other?
I know all the dates, down to the year, to the month, to the day
I know all the facts and definitions and formulas
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I will definitely pass next May
But… what about after today?
Oh, it’ll be fine, they say
There are so many more years left
Someone along the road will be there for you to talk about ‘everything else’
We’re only here for the pay
Yes, I know that photosynthesis is how plants make their own food
I know the exact day the American Revolution started
I know that the mitochondria is the powerhouse of the cell
Or where to put my period and my commas
Or the ratios of all those triangles
Or all those famous Shakespeare quotes by heart
I know.
But… what is there after today?
No, I don’t know how to apply for a job
I don’t know how to manage my student loans
I don’t know how to maintain a healthy relationship
Or how to take care of my mental health
Or how to manage my time
Or how to find my passion
I don’t know.
What am I going to do, sit at an office from nine to five, pursuing a career that I strongly dislike,
wasting my time?
The system will not work for me.
It never has.
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ARTWORK
MAHATI RAMAKRISHNAN; GRADE 8
Inspiring Pieces
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OVERTURE
This is Overture Literary Magazine, a pursuit by Miller Middle School and Lynbrook
High School to expand writing, art, and imagination within the Miller Middle School
community. Join us as we share the creativity of students by publishing their work in a
literary magazine.
In musical terms, an overture is an orchestral composition forming the prelude or
introduction to a musical piece. Much like an overture in music, this creative writing
program will serve as an introduction to the landscapes of creativity, self-expression,
and imagination.
Overture strives to inspire imagination, foster literary and artistic talent, and promote
creative growth by teaching middle school students how to develop their own creative
writing or art styles through mediums not offered at their own schools.
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